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Jieart at will. Strange as this may appear, stranger
inust folloiw I caused the pulse to reach 120 or 130
per minute on the right arm, and it beat less than 50
per minute on the left, and vice-versa. This can be
explained on two grounds: either the subject was
mesmerised by me, and the phenomena, as described,
did occur (as testified to by these medical men at the
time), or the medical men themselves were mesmerised
by me, and, under my guidance, hypnotically declared,
what was false to be true I might add that the subject
was in a deep unconscious sleep; the medical men
were apparently wideawake. The common-sense con-
clusion .would be that the subject was mesmerised
and not they; and that they, being wide awake and
in the full possession of their senses, had testified to
what they had seen. This experiment has been fre-
quently repeated.
The second experiment was somewhat similar in
character to the above. The medical gentlemen on
the committee asked my permission to test the insensi-
bility of the subjects. It was proposed to place a hot
spirit-tube suddenly to different muscles to see if they
flexed under the fest, and thereby indicate the
presence of nervous sensitiveness or consciousnes. I
made no objection to this* There was some difficulty
in getting a spirit test-tube, so, to prevent unnecessary
waiting, a gentleman lent a gold scarf-pin, and a lady
her brooch, to the committee. I made the subject's
arm rigid in a horizontal position. One of the
medical committee men, feeling the carpus of the
hand carefully, took the scarf-pin, and put it through
the hand, about the centre, from back to front. He,
also placed the gold pin of the brooch through the
sensitive's cheek, the brooch itself hanging on the
outside, the poor fellow laughing and chatting as if
nothing had happened. Neither by movement nor
sign did he show he experienced any pain, or that
lie was the least conscious of what had taken place.
When the audience, or rather their committee, were
satisfied of this, I took the scarf-pin out of the hand
and the brooch out of the cheek No U&od flowed

